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Day1 

First order of business (?):  Establish context of The Prince.  (Could accomplish through pre-assignment.) 

- Note from biographical time line and dedication that The Prince was composed as a job 

        application by a highly experienced diplomat currently in exile. 

- Explain that there has been a long history of squabbling in Florence over whether the city 

        should be ruled by a prince or by representatives, that is, whether Florence should be a 

        principality or a republic modeled on pre-imperial Rome.  This was already an issue in 

        Dante’s time, 200 years before Machiavelli. 

- Return to introduction and dedication to clarify additional concerns in the early 16
th

 

        century, especially conflicts between Papal states and independent city states and even 

        more importantly, pressures from powers outside Italy. 

- Note that Machiavelli himself prefers republican government but also loathes instability, 

        thus he believes a stable principality is better than a chaotic and fearful existence in a poorly run  

        republic.  

Second order of business (?):  Consider Machiavelli’s claims to authority. 

- Note Machiavelli’s sources of wisdom.  These are chiefly the annals of history and 

         his personal experience as a diplomat. Observation and reason guide him above all. 

- Consider whether there is any moral basis for Machiavelli’s advice in The Prince.  In 

          fact, there are several places in the text where he mentions that the preferable choice in 

          behavior is the moral choice, but…  

Then, address crucial concepts and passages that clarify Machievelli’s view of effective, one-man rule: 

 Chapter V:   11.3  City with history of independence best held by its own citizens. 

  11.7 Therefore, the only sure way for a new prince to hold onto power in such 

a place is to destroy the place or at least eliminate potential challengers or 

to move in, especially if the conquered state has been a republic (12.1). 

            Chapter VI:  13.5 A prince who wins over a people through valorous deeds will find it tough 

                                              to gain victory but easy to hold what he has won. 

  14.6 Nothing riskier nor more difficult than establishing a new system 

Chapter VII: 15.1 “Those who rise from a private station to rulership merely by fortune have 

          few difficulties in their ascent but many in retaining their position.”  

    18.3  If necessary under these conditions, appoint a minister the populace 

            trusts to do your dirty work, then kill him in the main square! 

19.4Praises Alexander’s methods of crushing the old and instituting the new 

                  in ways that did not instill overwhelming fear or hate.  

    20.2  Summation of necessity to mix friendliness with brutality to establish control 

 Chapter VIII:  On Gaining Authority through Criminal Acts 

             23.5 Whether one can successfully hold a city won in this way depends upon 

    “cruelty is used well or ill.” 

23.7“… a prince occupying a new state should see to it that he commit all his 

     acts of cruelty at once so as not to be obliged to return to them every 

        day, and thus, by abstaining from repeating them, he will be able to 

        make men feel secure and can win them over by benefits.” 

 Chapter IX:  On Rising to a Position of Civil Monarchy (“through shrewdness assisted by luck”) 

26.9“Hence a wise prince must adopt a policy which will insure that his 

                   citizens always and in all circumstances will have need of his government; 

                   then they will always be faithful to him.”  



 Chapter XVII:  Cruelty and Clemency 

43.3“A prince should care nothing for the accusation of cruelty so long as it 

   keeps his subjects united and loyal.” 

   43.8    Best to be both loved and feared “but it is much safer to be feared than loved.” 

 Chapter XVIII:  “How laudable it is for a prince to keep his word and govern his actions by  

          integrity rather than trickery will be understood by all. Nonetheless….” 

45.8 

45.9…”there are two ways of fighting, one with laws and the other with arms.  The 

                 first is the way of men, the second is the style of beasts.” 

46.1If one must resort to fighting like a beast do so as both a fox and a lion. 

46.7“So a prince need not have all the aforementioned good qualities, but it is 

               most essential that he appear to have them.  Indeed, I should go so far as to 

    say that having them and always practicing them is harmful, while seeming 

    to have them is useful.  It is good to appear clement, trustworthy, humane, 

    religious, and honest, and also to be so, but always with the mind so disposed 

    that, when the occasion arises not to be so, you can appear the opposite.” 

47.3“Let a prince then concern himself with the acquisition or the maintenance of 

   a state; the means employed will always be considered honorable and 

   praised by all, for the mass of mankind is always swayed by appearances and 

Day 2       by the outcome of an enterprise.” 

Complete the process of isolating Machiavelli’s chief arguments before debating their validity, or get right 

 into the fray, as you choose. There’s plenty that is controversial here! 

 Chapter XXI:  On Acquiring Prestige 

59.1“Nothing brings a prince into greater respect than the undertaking of great 

       enterprises and setting a glorious example.” 

60.1     “A prince is also esteemed when he shows himself a true friend or a true 

   enemy, that is, when without reservation, he takes his stand with one side  

   or the other.  This is always wiser than trying to be neutral…” 

60.9“…prudence lies in weighing the disadvantages of each choice and taking 

the least bad as good.” 

61.8Present air of humanity and munificence without damaging majesty. 

Chapter XXV:  FORTUNA:   Role of Fortune and How to Respond to It 

66.3“…if we are to keep our free will, that it may be true that fortune controls half 

     of our actions, indeed but allows us the direction of the other half, or  

      almost half.” 

   68.5    “My conclusion is, then, that, as fortune is variable and men fixed in their 

         ways, men will prosper so long as they are in tune with the times and will 

          fail when they are not.  However, I will say that in my opinion it is better 

          to be bold than cautious, for fortune is a woman and whoever wishes to 

          win her must importune and best her, and we may observe that she is 

          more frequently won by this sort than by those who proceed more 

          deliberately.  Like a woman, too, she is well disposed to young men, for 

          they are less circumspect and more violent and more bold to command 

her.” 

 Chapter XXVI:  Free Italy from the barbarians! 

69.9 “God does not want to do everything for us, so as not to deprive us of free 

   will not take from us that portion of Glory that is ours.” 

   71.4      “This opportunity, therefore, should not be allowed to pass, and Italy, after 

         such a long wait, must be allowed to behold her redeemer.” 

71.6  “THIS BARBARIAN OCCUPATION STINKS IN THE NOSTRILS OF US 

                 ALL.”  Then, quote by Petrarch longing for restoration of republican Rome. 


